MAGIC’S WAND
Magic’s Wand is a new Asian technology product that embeds healing frequencies into a
proprietary system of crystals and magnets that resonate with the Earth’s Biofield which affects all
humans, animals, and plants - actually everything that is living.
Magic’s Wand has the unique ability to concentrate life energy, through its tip directly into the
body. Most people and pets can feel its effects immediately, particularly in the area of chronic
aches and pains. It works most effectively along the body meridians, and can open up the energy
centers (chakras), helping to get rid of stress, headaches, and chronic pain.
Magic’s Wand self-generates its energy, uses no batteries, and lasts indefinitely.
“I am still experimenting with Magic’s Wand. The methods I use are: 1. Holding it 3"-12" above the
body (or a localized area) and making clockwise circles. I count circles in groups of 3s, (3, 6, 9, 12,
etc.). 2. Placing the tip directly on the pain and hold for 90 seconds. Move to another location of pain
for 90 seconds, until all areas have been treated. 3. Touch the body and slowly move the wand along
the meridians.
“I treat my dog, Magic, for 3-5 minutes total per session. I give him 2 or 3 sessions a day. I start
making circles above his head, then move down to his neck, shoulders & front legs, then over his midbody, then his lower back & hips and down his hind legs. Next I circle his whole body at once, and then
I make very long skinny circles (figure 8s) over his back from his head to tail.
“The other night my entire body was in pain. I placed the tip on my thumb until the pain went away,
then my wrist, elbow, shoulder, etc. until the right side of my body was complete. Then I did the same
to my left side. It didn't take very much time for each area to clear. It was amazing.” -- Troika
Additional Tips and Suggestions:
Energize Food & Water - Make clockwise circles above a glass of water or plate of food. 9-12
circles should be more than enough when combined with your intentions. People have experienced
a positive shift in how the food and water taste.
Pain Relief – Follow Troika’s techniques given in her quote above. Please experiment to find your
own techniques, too. Keep the energy flowing clockwise or in a straight line.
Remote Healing – Hold Magic’s Wand against your heart. State your Intension to send the healing
energy to someone (state their name), then close your eyes and project the energy to them. Do so
for as long as you feel the energy flowing.
* Clearing Magic’s Wand – It is a good idea to clear your Magic’s Wand every few months or so. Do
this by holding your wand – (a) under running cold water for about 3 minutes; or (b) leaving it in
direct sunlight for a few hours; or (c) burying it in dry sea salt overnight.
Clear your new Magic’s Wand when you receive it by using (a) the cold water method.
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